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Forum Pacis (Templum Pacis), Rome, restored view. 
Reproduced from A History of Roman Art by Fred S. Kleiner (2007), fig. 9-10 

(John Burge) 
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Forum Pacis 

Vespasian would come to power after the famous ‘Year of the Four 
Emperors’ (68 - 69 AD) that saw civil war after the collapse of the Julio‐Claudian 
dynasty, which began with Augustus and died out with Nero (27 BC - 68 AD). 
Vespasian would embark on an architectural programme that would include the 
most famous of all Roman monuments, the Colosseum, but he would also 
harken back to pre‐Neroian architecture by finishing the Temple of the Divine 
Claudius that was commissioned by Agrippina the Younger, wife of Claudius and 
mother of Nero. This temple, in the form of a rectangular courtyard with, it 
seems, trellised garden features and verdancy would be the model for his so‐
called Forum Pacis. The Forum Pacis has often been called the Templum Pacis or 
Temple of Peace, though the exact function of this place is not fully known. We 
do know, however, that works of art, including statuary were exhibited here. 
Works of art that were displayed, and opened to the public, were taken from 
military campaigns and indeed Nero’s Domus Aurea, demonstrating that this 
early idea of museum was also tied up with the state cultivating its identity. This 
idea was a holistic endeavour and consisted of both architectural nuance and the 
display of art in a public garden that could be called the world’s first sculpture 
park. 
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Lorenzo de Medici’s Sculpture Garden 

Lorenzo de Medici, called the Magnificent, was one of quattrocento’s greatest 
art patrons. For almost the entire 20th century, Vasari’s record of a sculpture 
garden and sculoa on Piazza San Marco in Florence, where artists such as 
Michelangelo first came into contact with ancient works of art, was thought to 
be simply a fantasy and trope to show a historical continuity with the later 
foundation of the Accademia del Disegno (1563). In 1992, Caroline Elam 
uncovered the real location and existence of the Laurentian garden dating to the 
1470s, showing that Vasari had indeed been well informed about its reality. This  
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garden was not only meant to show ancient sculpture to tourists but seems to 
have been a sort of workshop where Donatello’s last pupil Bertoldo di Giovanni 
nurtured privileged contemporary artists. It was here that Michelangelo would 
create his earliest works – the Battle of the Centaurs and the Madonna of the 
Stairs. The idea of a sculpture garden as a place of education would be 
fundamental to the continuation of display of sculpture into the High 
Renaissance in Rome. 
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Julius II’s Belvedere Garden 

In January 1506, Michelangelo and papal architect Giuliano da Sangallo were 
called to a property near Santa Maria Maggiore on the Esquiline Hill. A local 
farmer had hit, what they immediately recognized was, the famous Laocoön 
sculpture described by Pliny in his Naturalis historia (77 - 79 AD). Pope Julius II,  

 

 

 

Ottavio Vannini, Michelangelo Showing Lorenzo de’ Medici the Head of a Faun, 
1635. Palazzo Pitti, Florence 
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patron of both Michelangelo and Raphael, would make this remarkable find, 
along with the ancient Apollo, the centre pieces of his grand sculpture garden in 
the Cortile di Belvedere designed by Bramante (who was incidentally building St 
Peter’s at the same time). Indeed, the Apollo, discovered in 1489, is now known 
as the Apollo Belvedere after its location in the garden. These opera nobilia (great 
works), as Pliny described them, turned the sculpture court into what one 
contemporary called a ‘school of the world.’ Even ancient methods of display 
were utilised transforming the garden into a Virgilian space where the restoration 
of a Golden Age – that of the Julio-Claudian dynasty - was visually manifested. The 
sculpture court was purpose built and curated, one might say, by Julius II himself 
and would become a nexus of artistic response that reverberated throughout the 
early modern period.  
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Rubens’s Garden 

We have seen emperors, potentates, and popes all patrons of some form of 
sculpture garden, court or, perhaps, park, but what about artists themselves? Peter 
Paul Rubens the painter, diplomat and sometime spy, who, after eight years in Italy 
(1600 - 1608) would build himself an Italianate house in Antwerp (based on 
Genoese Palazzi) with a sculpture garden that, for the artist, would become a stoic 
retreat. The connection of exterior and interior elements, along with fountains and 
sculpture, sought to promote physical and mental renewal and health. Rubens 
curated his garden in specific modes of viewing so that sculptural fountains, for 
example, depicting putti riding dolphins (Venus’s strength of love) turned the 
garden into a ‘garden of love’. It was in his own garden that Rubens’s antiquarian 
tendencies and Italophilic nature was on full display. Rubens’s placement of a 
sculpture of Hercules with one of the golden apples of Hesperides evoked a 
paradisiacal mood of repose after labour (Honestum otium post labores). Artists  

 

 

Peter Paul Rubens, Rubens with Helena Fourment and their son Frans in their 
Garden, c 1635. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York  
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previously had often used sculpture gardens as ‘schools’ or places of learning; 
however, Rubens himself engaged in the act of painting (not studying) in the 
garden, as Pliny had said of ancient painter Protogenes, in which he made painting 
not work but a restorative act connected to nature. Sculpture served to intertwine 
these philosophical motifs into an iconographical whole.  
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Sixtus V and the Sistine Plan  

Although not a sculpture park, garden or court, the Sistine re-ordering of Rome 
(1585 - 1588) would dominant ideas on the display of art in the garden and also 
the urban display of architecture and sculpture into the 17th and 18th centuries. 
No longer was the visitor to Rome left to meander its labyrinthine streets and  

Nicolaus van Aelst, Portrait of Sixtus V surrounded by his architectural programme, 
1589. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York  
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alleys but instead, by dint of new streets carved out of ancient neighbourhoods 
(by Domenico Fontana), the visitor was funnelled to now inter-connected 
basilicas by a network of linear streets, in front of which stood obelisks (or 
‘needles’) that acted as foci (Blickpunkte). This turned Rome itself into one large 
liturgical space. In this way, all of Rome was transformed into a Christian 
phenomenological park in which sculpture – in this case the obelisk – acted to 
direct the viewer’s attention and served the function of ‘visual guide’. The Sistine 
Plan – one that remodelled the chaotic and clustered Rome into a space of ration 
and order would be central to gardens such as Vaux-le-Vicomte, Versailles, and 
indeed the English ‘natural’ garden out of which would spring the modern 
sculpture park.  
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Roche Court 

In the late 1980s, Madeleine Bessborough displayed monumental Barbara 
Hepworth sculpture in her garden, which would become the main home of the 
New Art Centre that she had founded in London’s Sloane Street in 1958. This was 
a radical break with the traditional 18th-century English Garden that set up follies 
of heroes (eg Folly of British Worthies at Stowe) or Gothic rocaille ruins and 
grottos. This was also contemporary sculpture and was not meant to harken back 
to a Golden Age but to display art of the recent past and contemporary period as 
a new Golden Age in and of itself. Nevertheless, the late-Georgian landscape was 
utilised to set up sculpture with specific sightlines and to guide the viewer into a 
picturesque perspective that seems natural yet is highly curated and cultivated. 
Madeleine Bessborough’s garden was no longer just a garden but was now a fully-
fledged sculpture park, with major artists such as Anthony Caro exhibiting their 
work outdoors for the first time. Thus, Roche Court has had considerable 
influence on the history of contemporary art. And indeed, it was the art and not 
the landscape, as it had been in the 18th century, that takes centre stage at Roche 
Court. The sculpture park includes rotating sculpture, and curation (as it was with 
Rubens), that extends into interior exhibition spaces. In the long tradition of  
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study in the sculpture garden, the Roche Court Educational Trust was founded in 
2006 to promote what the ancients themselves must have done when visiting the 
Forum Pacis – looking, thinking, and speaking.  
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Anthony Caro, Double Tent, 1987-1993, New Art Centre, Roche Court 
Sculpture Park. Photo by Timothy Revell. 
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